The Augustine hotel in Prague obtains yet another award
8 October 2009: The developer Waldeck Capital LLC is delighted to announce that The Augustine hotel
has been awarded 2nd place at the Hotel Property Award awarded each year during hotelforum, the
European hotel development conference for hotel and real estate professionals. The award ceremony
took place during the gala evening of the hotelforum conference at the Hotel Bayerischer Hof in Munich
on 7 October 2009.
This award is targeted to a hotel property distinguishing itself from its competitors in terms of a
harmonious concept of architecture, design and innovation. It is crucial that the above mentioned
elements are combined in a way that creates a successful hotel concept.

The developers see this award as an acknowledgment of their tremendous efforts in creating The
Augustine out of seven buildings, which all date to different eras, have completely distinct structures and
are built from a diverse range of materials on various levels, into one seamless property, while remaining
true to the buildings and their heritage.
Ends

Editors’ Notes
The Augustine is a premium luxury hotel operated situated in the historical lesser town of Prague
(known as Malá Strana), within a stone's throw of the Charles Bridge, just below Prague Castle and next
door to the famous Wallenstein Gardens. This spectacular 101-room hotel has been created from a
complex of seven historic buildings, including a former brewery and the 13th century Augustinian St
Thomas Monastery, after which the hotel is named.
www.roccofortecollection.com
Waldeck Capital, is a family owned investment trust company with representative and operating offices
in the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Hong Kong, Malta, British Virgin Islands, Luxemburg, Czech Republic
and the USA. The firm now develops and invests exclusively in unique luxury hotels. Current
developments under review or development include a Capella Hotel, a KOR Resort and the award
winning flagship property, The Augustine, which opened in May 2009 and is leased by Rocco Forte
Collection. Waldeck Capital is a Company duly incorporated in the State of Delaware, USA.
www.waldeckcapital.com
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